Globalization Testing Services
HiTech

As you launch products and portals simultaneously across geographies, you need to ensure that they
meet diverse lingual and regional requirements. You also need the right approach to scale operations
optimally and deliver quick time-to-market solutions.
Partnering with you on a comprehensive level, we at Tata Consultancy Services (TCS) bring you
Globalization (G11N) Testing Services to aid rapid product and portal rollout across markets.
Leveraging our proven experience, talent pool, ready-to-use assets and tools, and outsourcing
expertise, we ensure quick scalability of products, without a corresponding increase in investments.

Overview

Benefits

The world has truly evolved into a ‘global village’, compelling
enterprises to meet market needs at the international as well
as local levels. While you need to be ready for a global launch,
you also need to ensure product success by adapting it to suit
local flavors.

Maximizing your gains and enhancing global business, our
offering brings with it several advantages. These include:

This places before you a crucial challenge: balancing your focus
on core competencies with the right globalization skills needed
to effectively design services for complex end-user needs.
This calls for an increase in resources and investment, which
could escalate your development costs.
At TCS, we serve as a full-solution partner for you. We are
equipped with a comprehensive testing facility, complete with
localized operating systems and globalization experts, to help
address your issues.
Our global reach, comprehensive G11N testing process,
globalization testing talent, and a Foreign Language Group,
comprising experts for language training help you release
software products and websites in multiple languages.
In-house tools and templates also ensure that you have a ready
set up, minimizing investment, resource, and time required,
while tapping a large market efficiently. By outsourcing your
globalization testing tasks, we thus reduce your overall
testing expenditure.

Reduced product development and support costs, through
n
efficient testing and deployment of exhaustive I18N and
L10N checklists;
Reduced G11N testing cycle time and quicker time-to-market
n
for your products by leveraging our test automation
framework, RAFT;
Performance predictability, as we undertake rigorous testing;
n
Flexible engagement models, which allow the necessary
n
scalability.

Globalization
Engineering (Engg.) process necessary to
prepare and launch products globally

Internationalization (World Readiness)

Localization

Generalize product to handle multiple
languages, scripts and cultural conventions

Adapt a product or service to a language,
culture and desired ‘Look and Feel”

Enablement

Localizability

Ensure I/O happen without
corruption in all supported
languages/scripts

Focus on improving
localization efficiency
and scalability

Localization
Functional Testing

Linguistic Testing

Ensure that the
localization process
hasn’t introduced any
functional defects

Testing performed by
language experts to
identify translation
and localization issues

Scope of offering

Area of collaboration

An overview of our offering

Why TCS

About Tata Consultancy Services (TCS)

At TCS, we leave no stone unturned to bring you maximum gains.
Our experts constantly pursue innovation at our Automation Lab
for Functional Testing, Performance Engineering, and R&D.
We also have initiatives such as the Secret Sauce Program and
Domain University, which enhance our technical and domain
competencies. We add value to the engagement through our:

Tata Consultancy Services is an IT services, business solutions
and outsourcing organization that delivers real results to
global businesses, ensuring a level of certainty no other
firm can match. TCS offers a consulting-led, integrated
portfolio of IT and IT-enabled services delivered through its
unique Global Network Delivery ModelTM, recognized as the
benchmark of excellence in software development.

Testing experience. We are backed by over two decades of
n
software testing experience, spanning large and complex
Automation and G11N testing engagements. Our professionals
have proven their skills in I18N testing and L10N testing in all
the major global languages.
Assets and solution accelerators. We have developed a
n
process handbook for G11N testing and exhaustive checklists
for I18N and L10N testing. Our test automation framework,
RAFT, supports multiple languages and is a keyword-driven
automation framework enabling rapid automation and low
maintenance.
Technology leadership. Our partnerships with global
n
software leaders such as SAP and Microsoft, along with our
Innovation Labs and Co-Innovation Network, Offshore
Development Centers (ODC), and Centers of Excellence (CoEs)
allow us to bring you advanced tools and methodologies.
These enable us to setup multiple configurations of systems
rapidly. With a well-managed infrastructure support system
to sustain this, we are equipped to respond with agility.

Contact
To know more about TCS G11N Testing Services, contact
HiTech.Marketing@tcs.com

TM

(GNDM™). We leverage
our global consultant pool, with regional delivery capabilities,
to meet specific linguistic needs.
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A part of the Tata Group, India's largest industrial conglomerate,
TCS has over 160,000 of the world's best trained IT consultants
in 42 countries. The Company generated consolidated revenues
of over US $6.3 billion for fiscal year ended 31 March 2010
and is listed on the National Stock Exchange and Bombay Stock
Exchange in India. For more information, visit us at www.tcs.com

